A screening strategy for the development of enantiomeric separation methods in capillary electrophoresis.
Method development of enantiomeric separations in capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a time-consuming task, since finding the appropriate chiral selector is usually a "trial and error" process. It is impossible to predict the selectivity of a selector towards a certain enantiomer. Therefore, the affinity of all selectors has to be examined one at a time. In order to speed up this process, a strategy is proposed based on simple experimental design methodology. The approach includes first a screening in function of the pH to determine the optimal migration conditions followed by a selection of the right chiral selector by means of Taguchi designs. In the approach several variables, such as the type and concentration of cyclodextrin, the concentration of buffer electrolyte, and the percentage of organic modifier, are varied simultaneously to find initial separation conditions rapidly. The resulting initial separation conditions can be optimized in further steps to be more reproducible. We discuss the results of the approach when applied on a number of selected compounds that are recently in development at Johnson & Johnson--Pharmaceutical Research and Development. Parameters, such as quality of the separation and analysis time, are evaluated to determine initial separation conditions for each compound.